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Note and reflection about Covid-19

				
COVID-19 was no surprise to Zizou as we planned our initial signing around the time the pandemic began to impact the hospitality
industry. We felt confident with our location and have adjusted our floor plan around state and federal restrictions with an expansive
outdoor configuration.
The challenges brought on by the pandemic inspired the creation of a gourmet market where fresh products, imported goods and wine
will be sold off premise as well as a window opening up to the street to facilitate take out orders and social distancing.
Our outdoor seating area has been expanded with a covered patio and an open garden space where we will be able to spread out our
seating while maintaining a cozy ambiance.
We project our opening date sometime in the late Spring of 2021 when the demand to go out will be very high along with the hope
to experience a restaurant that is fresh, new and exciting.
It’s important for you readers to know that this business plan has been created pre-Covid 19, consequently, it does not take into account
the last measures and strategies that our team created to make our business profitable in a post-Covid 19 era.

Executive summary

				
Zizou is a casual tapas bar offering diners in central Los Angeles (Lincoln Heights, Hollywood, Echo Park, Silverlake, Los Feliz, Atwater
Village, Elysian Park, Downtown & Highland Park) a cozy, fun and relaxed experience, with Mediterranean inspired fare paired with wine,
beer, and non-alcoholic options.
								
Zizou’s menu is priced for an average check of $27.15 between 11 am and midnight (including beverages). First year sales for the
restaurant are estimated at $948,308 with a prime cost of 60.2%. Operating cash flows before taxes for the first full year are projected
at $208,973 or 22% of sales.
					
The development team of Zizou, with over 15 years experience working and living in the popular Los Angeles area, understands this
viable niche. Our restaurant’s neighborhood, Lincoln Heights, is increasingly popular with the target market of 25-40 year olds, enthusiastic for exploration yet quality conscious. The Zizou clientele prefers organic products, grass-fed meat and wild caught fish, on beautifully
presented and shareable plates.
Anticipated buildout costs, including funds for working capital and contingency are $350,000 or $6,999 per seat. The team behind Zizou
is contributing a total of $120,000 in personal equity to the project and seeks an additional $230,000 in equity funding in order to fully
finance the development and early operational expenses of the restaurant. Based on conservative growth estimates, Zizou is projected to
have an average return on investment of 75% per year over 5 years and to have fully paid back all initial equity investment in 1.3 years.
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The concept

Overview

					
Zizou: a casual tapas bar offering a welcoming dining experience, featuring a menu based on small plates, pickled items, cured, dried,
and smoked meat and fish, inspired by authentic recipes from countries connecting to the Mediterranean Sea. The drink menu is focused on European wines and includes under 20 abv (alcohol by volume) liquor, cocktails, draft beer, non-alcoholic drinks, pressed
juice, sparkling water, and espresso.
							
					

Unique Selling Proposition

					
Zizou offers shareable boards, with small dishes from around the Mediterranean Sea in a cozy, plant-filled, eclectic ambiance.			
European style bar food, seasonal produce from local organic farms, pickled and fresh veggies, dried, cured, smoked high-quality meat,
and wild-caught fish are featured. A larger selection of drinks will follow and pair with our small plates.
			
These thoughtful small dishes evoking memories of the sea are offered with a new twist of inspiration and creativity. Guests may order
drinks in a stylish, relaxed bar setting alongside a spread of unique delicacies.
Plates are shared and enjoyed with friends and lovers...to enhance conversation through delicious tastes in a beautiful setting, reminiscent
of fresh garden items ripening in the sunshine.
Every dish is simple and elegant. Plates are composed of elements that resonate with and complement each other, in a unique and
welcoming setting. 			
				

Meal Periods/Opening Hours

					
Zizou is open for lunch, dinner and late-night service 7 days a week from 11 am - midnight. The restaurant is closed on Christmas Eve,
Christmas Day, and Thanksgiving.
Happy hour is every day from 4 pm - 7 pm and all evening on Monday nights with select dinner items and drinks. 			
					

Guest Experience

					
Lunch guests begin arriving at 11am. The late morning welcomes those seeking a unique experience with friends and work associates.
Happy hour guests arrive at 4 pm. In the summer, the day has cooled off slightly, energy is still lively yet settling down. People are
ready to meet friends for a drink or a bite to eat.
In the winter, the sun is setting at 4 pm. Guests are welcomed by twinkling warm lights. The flickering candlelight forms moving shadows from our variety of plants. Soft lighting creates an atmosphere that’s hard to leave at the end of the night...
		
Each guest is greeted warmly and seated according to preference, every spot in the restaurant a cozy one. Guests, their friends, and
families are known by name. The personal attention of the staff at Zizou is exceptional, creating a memorable experience for all.
Menus are given out along with water of choice. Tarts, sausages, ham and meats, pickled items in jars, and breads are on display.
Patrons are tempted to try everything. The atmosphere is busy and lively, a spectacle in and of itself.					
Zizou is welcoming but sophisticated without pretension. Amid conversation and laughter, the music is crisp and pleasant. People feel
at home. Some get up to dance as the music grooves.
Servers take food orders and answer questions. The menu is simple but sophisticated. Groups may also decide on a combination of
items to choose from, creating a rich, dining experience to share with others, family-style.

				
During the day Zizou is naturally lit. It generates a fresh, rich, bright atmosphere. A glass dome, a skylight... The ceiling opens to the
sky, the sunset or the moon rising beckons from above.
The decor is simple yet eclectic. A warm, earthy, brown, ochre color emanates. The walls are a textured white with a light beige sandy
feel. The flooring is a piece of art, a complex assembly of organic terrazzo shapes. Micro pieces of quartz, glass, and metal fragments
sparkle from inside. The color of each varies in a Mediterranean range of shades.
Larger decorated planters are dispersed around the space. A ceiling structure is suspended above, decorated with delicate vines, forming
a curious, green soundproofing canopy.
The music is eclectic, rare, and vintage... Essential care is given to the sound quality. Alluring speakers penetrate the lush canopy. Their
horned shape is eye-catching while their sound catches the ear of the audiophile and music enthusiast alike.
Candles are scattered around the space, soft lights dispersed in the overhead vegetation, individually managed by a digital controller.
Other foliage rest above the crowd, performers in a play of shadow and light.
Small universes are created around tables. Furniture and plants complement each other.
The bar is in the back of the restaurant, the visible part of the kitchen. It consists of a large Moroccan mosaic composition with a terrazzo countertop matching the restaurant floor. The footing of the bar consists of larger, colored Moroccan tiles in mosaic.
The bar configuration displays our beautifully crafted food, some in refrigerated compartments, some placed on top of the bar.
Eclectic objects are displayed on the walls and the bar... manifestations of the Mediterranean. Sausages hang from behind the bar,
along with our selection of homemade pickled items. The colors and aromas remind guests of the authentic tapas bars of Madrid and
Venetian Cicchetti bars.
Guests talk and laugh, seduced by the tasty dishes, eager to share their experience and return again to try new items on the menu.
Zizou is a place that excites people. Patrons want to introduce friends and family to their new discovery. It’s a place talked about in the
community. Foods are well-crafted and picture-worthy, garnering additional attention, and marketing via social media sharing.
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Menu and Signature Items
The menu consists of a selection of boards and small plates centered around pickled and marinated items. It includes around 15 items
which vary depending on the season, the client’s demands, and management discretion, including traditional tapas served hot and cold,
tarts, and soups. Occasionally, to treat and surprise our crowd, the menu includes specials. It is eclectic and includes all types of diets.
Meat, fish, cheese, veggies, and two types of bread accommodate customers’ choices.
Our wine selection focuses on small appellations from Southern Europe and is updated often. Fairly priced, out of the ordinary, beautiful
wines are our trademark. The French “Languedoc”, the Italian “Tuscany”, the Portuguese “Douro” and the Spanish “Ribera del Duero”
may be the regions represented.
We serve California IPA, Italian and Spanish lagers, Eastern European pilsner, and French pale ale. These four types of beer will constitute our simple and sunny beer selection.
Classic cocktails such as the Kir and Spritz are served alongside aperitifs under 20% abv such as “Aperol,” “Lillet,” “Vermouth” or
“Dubonnet.”
The menu is designed strategically to smoothly hasten the time between the moment a customer orders food and when the food is
ready. Items are prepped in advance. Our kitchen staff works on an assembly line rather than a regular cooking process for greater
efficiency. Special hot daily items are prepared in batches and served throughout the night and at specific hours. This creates an event
people are excited about, and these items will be offered until they sell out.							

Pricing
At Zizou, boards range from $23 to $26; tapas from $8 to $14, and desserts $3 to $8 each. We sell wine for $9 to $14 per glass,
beer $7 to $8 per glass, cocktails $8 to $12, aperitifs $9 to $15. This price point has been selected for this venture because it is a
priority for us to offer what our guests consider reasonable prices. The intended food and beverage cost percentage across the entire
menu is 22%.

Food menu

Soup of the day:
-Salmorejo 10
Spanish cold tomato soup.

Boards:
-Charcuterie assortment: 25
Coppa, Duck prosciutto, pâté de campagne and rillettes.

Desserts:

Served with pickled strawberry jam, cultured butter, cornichons, martini onions, olives, nuts and bread.

-Rustic berry crostata 8

-Cheese assortment: 25
Gorgonzola e mascarpone, crottin de chavignol, brillat savarin, comte and nettle ricotta
cheese.

-Clafoutis 8
-Canneles 3

Served with tarragon pickled muscat grape, grape jam with toasted pine nuts, coffee braised onion jam,
honey comb, nuts and bread.

-Fishe assortment: 26
Smoked salmon, smoked halibut, smoked mussels, calamari provencal salad and brandade nimoise.

-Tiramisu 8
Sides:
(not sold alone)

Served with pickled roasted fennel bulb, orange blossom lemon curd, Pickled red onion and bread.

-Veggie assortment: 23
Roasted provencal tomato, zucchini a l’aigre-doux, marinated asparagus, tapenade.
Served with raw dipping veggies, avocado, cornichons, cured olives, nuts and bread.

Tapas:
-Polenta Sticks 10
Served with rustic homemade marinara.

-Pickled skewers 8
Cornichon, olive, martini onion, anchovy in olive oil and pickled guindilla pepper.

-Caponata trapanese 14
Sicilian ratatouille.

-Msemen 14
Warm moroccan dipping flat bread served with argan oil, olive oil and amlou.

Tarte of the day:
-Tarte Corse aux blettes 14
Served with green salad.

-Bread basket 5
Cinnamon mulberry bread, Baguette, seed crackers.

Extensive list of menu items
Since the menu will vary over time, we prepared a list of dishes/items/recipes that we’d love to serve to o
Coppa
Speak
Salmorejo
Clafoutis
Marinated asparagus
Pissaladiere
Socca niçoise
Ajo blanco
Tarte Corse
Tarragon pickled muscat grape
Cornichon
Dry Cured black olives
Martini onions
Cold smoked salmon
Cold smoked halibut
Roasted provencal tomatoes
La bohemienne
Creamy smoked collar toast
Caponata
Curry pickled zucchini
Crostata
Tapenade
Rillettes
Raspberry frangipane tart
Pate de campagne
Orange blossom lemon curd
Coffee braised onion jam
Gougeres
Bresaola
Greek polenta sticks
Leche fritta
Brandade Nimoise
Canneles
Nettle Ricotta
Minestrone
Osso buco
Stuffed sardine
Lamb confit parmentier
Fougasse de Foix

Cabbage soup
Smoked mussel
Grilled chickpeas
Bearnaise
Saucisson brioché de Lyon
Marinated portobello
Fig salami
Baklava
Etc...
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menu
Drink menu
Wine:
Red_

Red_

Sparkling_ Sparkling_

Cocktail:

Cocktail:
-Spritz $12

Aperitif & Digestif:
Aperitif & Digestif:
-Spritz $12

-Dows $9

-Dows $9

-Chateau Mt -Chateau
Redon $12Mt Redon $12

-Vilarnau $10-Vilarnau $10

Cotes du Rhone Cotes
Reserve
du ‘16
Rhone Reserve ‘16

Cava Brut

Corbieres ‘15

Prosecco di Valdobbiadene
Prosecco diDOC
Valdobbiadene DOC

Sweet vermouth,Sweet
dry vermouth,
vermouth,Soda
dry vermouth, Soda

-Castle cobbler
-Castle
$12 cobbler $12

-Leacocks $10-Leacocks $10

Robanera Lambrusco
Robanera
Grasparossa
Lambrusco
di Castelvetro
Grasparossa
DOC
di Castelvetro DOC

Suze, dubonnet, Suze,
peachdubonnet,
liquor, lemon
peach
juice,
liquor,
or- lemon juice, orange juice, bitterange juice, bitter

-Tio Pepe X -Tio
Dry Fino
Pepe$13
X Dry Fino $1

-Gerard Bertrand
-Gerard
$15 Bertrand $15
Corbieres ‘15

-Santuacci $10
-Santuacci $10
Toscana Sangiovese
Toscana
‘14 Sangiovese ‘14

-Vigneti del salento
-Vigneti$9del salento $9

Aperol / St-germain
Aperol
/ Bellini
/ St-germain
/ Biscotti/ Bellini / Biscotti

Cava Brut

-Addington $11
-Addington $11

-Tenuta Polvaro
-Tenuta
$13 Polvaro $13
-Cavicchioli $10
-Cavicchioli $10

Fine Ruby Port Fine Ruby Port

-Cockburns $14
-Cockburns $14
Tawny Port 10yr Tawny Port 10yr

Rainwater Madeira
Rainwater Madeira

Muri Negroamaro
Muri
‘16 Negroamaro ‘16

-Grasshopper-Grasshopper
$11
$11

-Vinicola del -Vinicola
sannio $11del sannio $11

Mint cream, cacao
Mint
cream,
cream,
cream
cacao cream, cream

Aglianico Munifico
Aglianico
‘16
Munifico ‘16
-Altozano $9 -Altozano $9
Tempranillo ‘14 Tempranillo ‘14

-Adonis 11$ -Adonis 11$

-Montanaro $15
-Montanaro $15

Fino sherry, sweet
Finovermouth
sherry, sweet vermouth

-Boissiere $9 -Boissiere $9

Passion fruit cream,
Passion
suze,fruit
Champagne
cream, suze, Champagne

-Boissiere $9 -Boissiere $9

White_

Sherry, Jerez

Vermouth di Torino
Vermouth
Bianco di Torino Bianco

-Natasha davids
-Natasha
$12 davids $12

Sweet VermouthSweet Vermouth

-Dubonnet &-Dubonnet
champagne&12$
champagne 12$
-Cynar & prosecco
-Cynar11$
& prosecco 11$
-Kir/ kir royal-Kir/
11$ kir royal 11$

White_

-Sella & Mosca
-Sella
$12& Mosca $12

Cassis / Peach /Cassis
Raspberry
/ Peach
/ Violet
/ Raspberry / Violet

La Cala Vermentino
La Cala
di Sardegna
Vermentino
‘16 di Sardegna ‘16

-Vaca das cordas
-Vaca$9das cordas $9
Vinho Verde ‘15 Vinho Verde ‘15

-Santi, Vigneti-Santi,
di Monteforte
Vigneti di$14
Monteforte $14
Veneto ‘17

Veneto ‘17

-Camino de cabras
-Camino
$11de cabras $11
Albarino Rias Baixas
Albarino
‘17 Rias Baixas ‘17

Beer:

Sherry, Jerez

Beer:
-Estrella Damm
7$ Damm 7$
-Estrella
mediteranean lager
mediteranean lager

-Sierra Nevada
-Sierra
8$ Nevada 8$

Dry Vermouth Dry Vermouth

-Jacquin’s $8-Jacquin’s $8
White Creme DeWhite
Cacao
Creme De Cacao

-Dubonnet rouge
-Dubonnet
$10 rouge $10
-Lillet blanc, rouge
-Lillet and
blanc,
rose
rouge
$10 and ro
-Aperol $11 -Aperol $11
-Cynar $12 -Cynar $12
-Suze $11
-Suze $11
-Gentiane $11-Gentiane $11
-St germain $11
-St germain $11

Amber, classic pale
Amber,
ale classic pale ale

-Lagunitas 7$-Lagunitas 7$
Rose_

Rose_

-Moncigale $10
-Moncigale $10
Coteaux d’Aix enCoteaux
Provence
d’Aix
‘17 en Provence ‘17

-Gerard Bertrand
-Gerard
$9 Bertrand $9

Cote des Roses, Cote
Languedoc
des Roses,
‘18 Languedoc ‘18

-Domaine Petroni
-Domaine
$12 Petroni $12
Vin de Corse ‘17Vin de Corse ‘17

IPA

IPA

-Allagash White
-Allagash
8$
White 8$
Belgian-style wheat
Belgian-style
beer
wheat beer

Soft:

Soft:
-Mexican coke
-Mexican
$3.5 coke $3.5
-Diet coke $3.5
-Diet coke $3.5
-Orangina $3.5
-Orangina $3.5
-Ginger beer -Ginger
$5
beer $5
-Ginger kombucha
-Ginger
$7kombucha $7
-Perrier $3.5 -Perrier $3.5
-Tea $5
-Tea $5
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The team

The team behind Zizou has a total of 15 years of experience in the restaurant industry.
Zizou is developed by Maati Zouitina, architect and restaurant industry professional, with an eye for design, and a rich understanding of
taste and beauty. The strongest hand at pickling and intensifying flavors, he never settles until perfection is achieved.
Maati Zouitina worked for several years in Paris as an architect before he discovered his passion for the hospitality business. He has a
strong knowledge of designing spaces and has had the opportunity to work on various phases of building projects. Maati is now splitting
his time between his architecture practice and as a manager for the Figaro Bistrot.
Boris Macquin, managing front of the house for many years, is an expert in wine, with a detailed sense of hospitality and customer
service. He has developed a love and understanding of food, music, and culture.
Boris has worked in many luxury hotel restaurants in France. He moved to the US in 2008 and has since worked in front of house in
several Los Angeles high-end restaurants. He is now the manager at the Figaro Bistrot in Los Angeles.
Maureen Hennigan is the incarnation of happiness and optimism. The ideal hostess, at ease with every personality, her sparkling charisma welcomes all. Maureen studied culinary journalism in Greece and worked for several years as a pastry chef. She has more recently
acquired an education in Holistic health and herbalism. Thanks to this knowledge, she worked for several years as the manager for
Moon Juice in Los Angeles.
The team was forged through the bonds of friendship and a common interest in the hospitality business.
For this new venture, Boris serves in the role of owner, restaurant manager, beer, wine, and liquor buyer, prep cook, and bartender/
server. His vast experience includes overseeing the management and profitability of bars, lounges, and other beverage-related outlets.
He estimates food and beverage costs and requisitions, purchase supplies, equipment, and food and beverages. He confers with food
preparation and other personnel from the dining room, bar, and banquet team to plan menus and related activities.
Boris resolves any food quality and service issues. He reviews financial transactions and monitors the budget to ensure efficient operation. He supervises and coordinates activities concerning all back-of-the-house operations and personnel, including food preparation,
kitchen, and storeroom areas.

Boris makes purchases or requisitions for food items, supplies, and equipment. He plans and participates in menu planning, food production, and apportions meat, vegetables, and desserts. He may meet with clients to plan special menus. He selects and orders the
wine for the restaurant; teaches staff how to describe, recommend, and serve wine to customers.
Maureen serves in the role of owner, restaurant manager, prep cook, and bartender/server because of her experience as server and
restaurant manager. She is also responsible for hiring, training, and motivation of personnel. She also investigates and resolves food
quality and service complaints. She will be responsible for creating in-house job-training programs.
Maureen manages the dining room. She is in charge of the schedules, payroll, supervising servers, hosts, and other employees. She is
responsible for the pastry and dessert side of the establishment. She ensures that the products produced in the pastry shop meet the
quality standards in conjunction with the executive chef. She makes sure customers have everything they need to enjoy their meals.
										
Maati acts as owner, restaurant manager, food buyer, prep cook, and bartender/server. He coordinates food service activities, estimates
food costs, and purchases supplies, equipment, and food.
Maati oversees the cleaning and maintenance of equipment and facilities and ensures that all health and safety regulations are adhered
to. He may review financial transactions and monitor the budget to ensure efficient operation and ensure expenditures stay within budget.
Maati plans and/or participates in menu planning and food production and apportions meat, vegetables, and desserts, as well as food
surpluses, to control costs. He supervises food preparation personnel to ensure food adheres to the standards of quality. Maati has the
ultimate authority to make decisions on scope, aesthetics, design changes, cost, and responses to contractor questions.			
Our team’s experience will be a strong contribution to Zizou’s success.
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The market

Target customers
Zizou will target the central area of Los Angeles county, mainly Los Feliz, Silver Lake, Echo Park, Mid Wilshire, Glendale and Atwater
village neighborhoods.
The anticipated age range for the majority of our guests will be 25-40 years old, with an emphasis on middle income to high income,
educated, managers, professionals, technicians and associate professionals.
The customers we seek will be people who enjoy discovering new things, who like to travel, who love the outdoors, plants, and organic
food. We’re aiming for people who enjoy socializing and going out with friends, who love eclectic music, people interested in design
and the arts. They shop at health stores, farmers markets, and go out to eat at local eateries nearby. Everyone comes from different
walks of life but the majority are creative, thoughtful, educated, and aware of cultures around the world. Our clients are comfortable
spending $12-28 for an entree, although most of our plates will be shareable small dishes, with a bill closer to $40-65 per person.
This target market tends to live in households that either have younger children or no children.
We are targeting this market specifically because of their common interest in organic, freshly prepared, homemade, and a shareable
menu with thoughtful drinks. Zizou offers a place to relax, take in the fresh air, enjoy some natural surroundings amongst candlelight,
delicious small plates, and a drink to top it off.
According to the most recent census data from the United States Government, there are roughly 299.78k people residing in the six
neighborhoods we are targeting.
57.18% of those neighborhoods’ population is in our target age range which equals 171.44k persons. (Atwater 57.49%, Glendale 46.48%,
Los Feliz 63.37%, Silverlake 61.48%, Echopark 57.53%, Mid Wilshire 56.81%).
19% of the residents own their own homes. The mean income in those districts is $59.6k which is $4k more than the rest of Los
Angeles County.
16.84% of those neighborhoods residents are in the entertainment business, 9.38% have management jobs, 8.8% are employed in

the sales sector, 5.56% work in business or finance jobs, and 2.7% in legal jobs – It represents a considerable share of 43.28% of the
neighborhoods population. These are Zizou customers.
The local chamber of commerce projects that from 2019 to 2025, population growth will average 0.5 percent per year. The natural
increase will be responsible for this growth, as net migration will be negative.
Employment growth will be led by education and healthcare, leisure and hospitality, information, and professional and business services.
Together, these industries will account for 71 percent of net job creation between 2019 and 2025.
Real average salaries in Los Angeles County are projected to increase by an average of 1.7 percent per year over the next 5 years.
Over the 2019-2025 period, an average of 19,300 new housing permits will be issued each year. Many of these will be in high rise
structures in the downtown region.
Real per capita income will increase at a rate of 1.7 percent in 2019. Over the 2019 to 2025 period, growth is expected to average 1.9
percent per year.
Source:https://statisticalatlas.com, http://maps.latimes.com/neighborhoods/, http://www.dot.ca.gov
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Competitive Analysis
Ostrich Farm:
Ostrich Farm is a contemporary American restaurant with 50 seats emphasizing a farm to table concept, a wood-fired grill, and a handcrafted cocktail menu. Entrees are $12- 19 for brunch and $22-32 for dinner, while appetizers and desserts range $7-10 for brunch
and $4-10 for dinner.
Ostrich Farm has proven very popular with our target customer, especially between 11 am-1pm and 7-9 pm on weekend brunch and
dinner. The restaurant is closed on Monday morning and takes reservations. Guests specifically note that food is served simply and fits
the description on the menu.
People describe the cocktails as interesting with an emphasis on mezcal combinations. Overall, many guests like the space because it’s
trendy and has a comfortable interior. Negatively, guests feel the space does not have proper acoustics which make it difficult to have
intimate conversation. At times, customers feel neglected by service.

Bar Calo:
Bar Calo is a Mexican inspired bar/restaurant that emphasizes mezcal cocktails and mexican inspired appetizers. Entrees at Bar Calo are
between 10-24 while appetizers range from 3-8.00. Bar Calo has proven very popular with our target customer, especially between 6
pm-12 am. The restaurant is closed Mon-Friday morning until 4pm. Bar Calo closes at midnight Mon-Thurs/Sun and open until 2 am Friday/Sat. Bar Calo does not take reservations. Customers enjoy the patio space and the beautifully designed bar. A lot of
guests like the space because of the unique seating arrangement. On the other hand, guests feel the size of the space is small which
makes it difficult to share intimate conversations. In general people seem to think that the prices are surprisingly high for the standard
and the area.

Cliff’s Edge:
Cliff’s Edge is a French inspired, contemporary restaurant that emphasizes French/American cuisine with craft cocktails and a Corsican
chef. Entrees at Cliff’s Edge are $21-140 while appetizers and desserts range from $6-19. Cliff’s Edge has proven very popular with our
target customer, especially around 2pm on weekends and between 8-10pm during the week and Saturday. Cliff’s Edge is open from
6pm-midnight Monday-Thursday, 6pm-2am on Friday and Saturday with a brunch period on Saturday and Sunday from 11am-3pm.
Cliff’s Edge takes reservations. At Cliff’s Edge, clients specifically appreciate that the ambiance is lush, filled with plants and trees. People
describe it as a jungle-like escape. They like it because it’s great for intimate conversation. Customers love the small dishes. Negatively,
complaints about the service are frequent.

Cafe Stella:
Cafe Stella is a restaurant emphasizing French cuisine. It offers a brunch and dinner menu with thoughtful cocktails. Entrees at Cafe
Stella are between $29-100 while appetizers and des- serts range $10-24. Cafe Stella is very popular with our target customer, especially on Saturday between 8pm-10pm and Friday from 9pm-11pm.
Cafe Stella is closed on Monday mornings and open from 9-3pm Tuesday-Sunday and 6-11pm Monday-Saturday and 6pm-10pm Sunday. Cafe Stella takes reservations. At Cafe Stella, customers seem to specifically note the wine selection, and people especially enjoy
that a lot of natural wines are served. People point out the beautiful and trendy ambiance of the back bar. Negatively, patrons say that
the restaurant is ultra cool but not the food. Complaints about service and a long wait time are also frequently heard.

Kettle Black:
Kettle Black is an Italian restaurant that emphasizes rustic Italian cuisine. Entrees at Kettle Black are $13-26, while appetizers and desserts
range $6-27. Kettle Black has proven very popular with our target customer, especially on Saturday between 8 pm-10 pm.
The restaurant is open Sunday-Wednesday 5pm-midnight and Thursday-Saturday 5 pm-2 am, (Happy Hour from 5-7pm). Kettle Black
takes reservations. People describe the place as a restaurant with a great vibe where the food is even better. People note the beautiful
decor and love the outdoor seating. Negatively, the patrons seem to think that the place is too small and feels too crowded.

Sawyer:
Sawyer is an American Seafood restaurant that emphasizes seafood, shareable plates, and American cocktails. Entrees at Sawyer are
$15-45 while appetizers and desserts range $9-21. Sawyer has proven very popular with our target customer, especially on Saturday
from 6 pm-8:30 pm and Friday from 8pm-9pm. The restaurant is open from 4pm-11:15pm Monday-Thurs- day, 4pm-12am Friday,
10am-midnight Saturday and 10am-9:45pm Sunday. Sawer takes reservations. Their clients specifically note the good quality of the food
and beverages. Negatively the place is often described as not having a super cool interior design.

Little Pine:
Little Pine is a Mediterranean and Californian inspired restaurant with 58 seats that emphasizes vegan shareable plates with thoughtful
cocktails. 100 percent of their profit goes to support animal rights. Entrees at LIttle Pine are $13-17and appetizers are between 5.0014.00. The restaurant is open from Monday-Sunday from 5 pm-10 pm and Saturday, Sunday from 10 am-3 pm. Little Pine takes reservations. People appreciate the attentive staff as well as the reasonable prices for vegan food.

Covell:
Covell is a beer and wine bar with 50 seats that emphasizes in their extensive wine list and shareable small plates with an emphasis on
Mediterranean style fare. Entrees at Covell range from 10-15 and appetizers are between 6-8. Covell has proven popular with our target
customer and is open from Monday-Thursday 5pm-12am, Friday 5 pm-2 am, Saturday 11 am-2 am and Sunday 11 am -12 am and does
not accept reservations. People enjoy their experience because of the warm, dark ambiance that is described as very romantic. People
love the vast selection of wine as well as the delicious small bites. Negatively, a lot of people think that the portion sizes are small and
the staff can be inconsiderate.
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Competitive Strengths

			
						

Team related strengths:

						
-There is a strong cohesion between us; it’s a family owned restaurant.
-Each of us has a different background and are all deeply passionate about food.
-We are different personalities covering a large range of knowledge, from architecture and interior design to enology and holistic health.
-We are passionate people, always interested in discovery and improvement.
-The partners have a broad understanding and flexibility in restaurant duties and can easily adjust the distribution of these responsibilities
as needed.
-We have a real knowledge of the food industry; each coming from a restaurant background.
-We’re good-natured, social personalities, connected with our community.
-We all have lived and worked in this area for over ten years and have close connections with the people and the trends in the neighborhoods of Echo Park, Silverlake, Los Feliz, Glendale, mid-wilshire, Atwater Village.
								
						

Concept related strengths:

				
-Unique selling proposition for a bar-style restaurant. (plates composed of European specialties, pickled items, smoked, cured meats
and fishes).
-The concept fits the area. Restaurants with curated goods are successful in the area.
-Prep based cooking -- no chef, no special cooking skills required.
-Freedom and flexibility to use recipes within an area rather than a specific type of product.
-Pickled items are gaining popularity. The team’s knowledge of pickling is 3+ years.
-Pickled vegetables are known for their health benefits.
-There is a growing interest in respectful, thoughtful, small-scale meat preparation.
-There is a need for a small, intimate, community-focused restaurant in the area.
-Family-style shared plates create an exciting experience for everyone. It encourages trying something new and creates unforgettable
memories.
-Minimized waste of products due to minimal use of perishable products.

Industry-related strengths:
-The restaurant industry will always have a future. Middle and upper class people will always seek out comfortable, unique eateries to
meet with family and friends.
-This is an industry where people in California currently spend more money than at the grocery store.
-Independent restaurants are frequented more often than chain restaurants, especially with millennials.
-This is an industry with plenty of qualified potential staff personnel available in the Los Angeles area.

Location related strengths:
-The area around Echo Park and its young, well-traveled inhabitants resonate the most with the concept of Zizou.
-A busy neighborhood that is walkable and bustling with nightlife and dining options. (bar hopping, dates, friends meet up)
-Very centered. A quick drive or a cheap uber away from several active neighborhoods. (Glendale, Downtown, Hollywood, Koreatown...)
-Close to tourist spots, entertainment options, and cultural events.

Menu related strengths:
-No need for a traditional chef/cook, because of the simplicity of the menu, items will simply be assembled by the kitchen staff.
-Very minimalistic need and use of grills, burners or ovens during the opening hours.
-Vegetarian and vegan-friendly menu
-Minimal list of items.
-Rotating, seasonal items on the menu.
-Quickly served items, no extra long waiting time. Faster table turnover.

Price related strengths:
-Small plates with small prices encourage consumption.
-Cost of return and waste per person is minimized with the use of smaller portions.
-Well selected, affordable wines.

The strategy

Marketing Strategy

		
							
Zizou seeks to position itself as a warm, green, hip, and groovy space to spend an evening. People come here to dine and to share a
special moment with others around a drink. It has an inviting ambiance with inspiring food and music.
If we had a motto it would be “eat and groove,” which conveys the simplicity and modesty of our concept and reveals the emphasis
we place on the pleasure of eating as well as the pleasure of enjoying eclectic music in a sophisticated yet laid back atmosphere. Our
marketing approach will therefore emphasize communicating this unspoken personality to our target market.
						
					

Marketing Tactics

			
In order to get Zizou’s name and concept in front of the target market prior to opening, we propose:						
-To immediately develop our brand image through social media platforms such as Instagram and Facebook. The restaurant name and
our concept will be exposed and known before opening. Maintaining a consistent Instagram account in line with our ideas allows us to
experiment with our concept while receiving essential feedback from our target audience.
-We’ll be targeting local people by posting geolocalized posts and by using custom audience promotion tools from social media apps.
Being visible on social media (mainly on Instagram), with the goal to post images and stay up to date daily. Images posted will consist
of recipes we are testing in our kitchen once a week relating to what we will be serving on our menu or simply inspirational pictures
for our restaurant. Links to our personal playlist will also be featured. We will open a Facebook Group prior to opening with information
on our menu, hours, address, parking and general announcements of opening, events or new items. This will reach users who are not
on Instagram as well as grow our following.					
-To create a hashtag (#zizou) and have guests hashtag their photos via Instagram to increase awareness and following.		
-To register our business on Yelp and Google prior to opening with all up to date information
-To create a Pinterest page for Zizou, connecting us to a wider following. It will showcase anything that inspires the creation of Zizou.		

-To create a website that is simple and to the point, including description and proposed timing relative to opening with beautiful photography of products featured on our menu, our space, the hours, res-ervation option, link to our Instagram and Facebook page, and
a quick synopsis of our concept.		
-To develop the brand and graphic identity of Zizou.		
			
-To create a marketable detailed layout of the design of the restaurant using a contemporary architectural approach, such as developing
detailed 3d models, mood board for textures and furniture prior to opening
		
-To develop consistent stationary support such as menus, business cards, matches boxes
-To design and create branded elements for food serving and food presentation (plates, dishes, etc...). To use those elements in our
restaurant and also to sell to our customers.
-To outreach within our own community, clientele and friends and notify them of our current development and opening through word
of mouth tactics.		
				
-To reach out to any long time restaurant owners and seek their advice for a successful opening and any marketing tactics and strategies
that were successful for them. (Pastis, Atlanta...)
-To develop and express the idea that we are deeply linked to sound and music. We will create and share a playlist reflecting our musical
tastes. We will regularly post tracks on our Instagram and Facebook accounts connecting links to our youtube page. Sound and music
is an essential aspect of our concept.
-To invest in an impressive, eye-catching, audiophile sound system.
-To invest in great photography equipment to create quality content.
-To invest in furniture and beautiful objects that fit into our space as part of the concept.

Once the restaurant is open, the marketing plan includes:

		
-To source local ingredients. Customers love to hear that they’re eating local, and sourcing local ingredients from nearby farms will
boost our fan base and develop a positive reputation in the community. Listing the farms and linking information to the farm used for
products will increase the interest and following of those who are affiliated with markets and local foods.
-To stay real and authentic through our products. We will maintain our ideas of serving affordable but exquisite homemade food and
small production wine. We will maintain and never lower our standards.
		
-To stay up to date with our NAP’s and our social media presence, including updates on menu changes, beautiful photography of items
on our menus, pictures of the space, guest experiences, and sharing any positive reviews. Link our yelp page and geotag the restaurant
on Instagram. 			
				
-To reach out to the local community. This method appeals to the consumer of today, who leans more toward the support of a business that actively displays heart and soul. Our neighbors, the people who live down the street from our restaurant and drive by on a
regular basis support us day in and day out. Zizou will target customers who live in the area with special discounts (friends and family
or local customers), coupons or even new menu tastings.			
-To deliver remarkable customer experiences. Word of mouth, and social media interactions, are one of the best drivers of new
customers to a restaurant. When diners have a great experience, they share it with others. We focus on creating a great experience,
through our food and our service.
						
-To connect with neighborhood music stores and collaborate by selling their records.		
-To host special music nights with a regular promotor or dj or a special theme/style night, enjoyed by our target customers.
Marketing Tactics are ever-changing, so we stay open to the world and to our community, developing new ideas as they become
available. We are enthusiastic about trying anything within our concept to leave behind any tactics that are ineffective or costly.

Operational Strategies
By having three operating partners, Zizou has both deep expertise and managerial flexibility. This allows space for conditions to change
and to accommodate personal time for each operating partner.
In order to provide a quality dining experience for our guests, Zizou has a versatile, knowledgeable and skilled staff. Since we have all
worked for several years in the restaurant industry, our staff will at first be recruited among our circle of associates. All front of the
house staff will be paid at the minimum wage plus tips. Depending on experience, the back of the house will always be paid more than
the minimum wage. Staff will be eligible for merit raises based on performance after 6 months and then annually.
To adjust for any error in hiring during the first weeks of operation, we intend to be slightly overstaffed initially to account for staff that
may not work out and to make sure we have an adequate amount of trained personnel to provide a strong first impression.
The management team will develop a detailed operations manual for front and back of house staff as part of the restaurant development
process. These manuals will be used for training, for ongoing assessment of operations and will be adapted as the restaurant matures
to reflect the best practices.

Purchasing/Supply Chain Strategy
While ordering from fewer distributors eases the purchase process, having reliable sources of high-quality local product is important to
our success. Therefore, we divide our purchases into different categories, each addressed to different distributors.
Produce:
#1-Charlie’s produce, https://www.charliesproduce.com/
(Full-service company, extensive selection, local grown, employee-owned company, They have dairy)
2#-Better life, www.betterlifeorganics.com/products/
(All organic, smaller company)
3#-Umina brothers, https://www.umina.com/
(Large selection, customized produce order guide)
Meat/Dairy:
#1-Rocker Bros, https://rockerbrosmeat.com/
(French friend connection, custom cut, cured and dry meat, online service, large range of qual- ity, venison and exotic meat, Organic
options)
#2-Happy Valley Meat Company, http://happyvalleymeat.com/ (Custom cuts of beef)
#3-Sunrise farm, https://sunrisefarm.net/whole-animals/
(non-gmo, grass-fed, ethical, foundation w/ values beyond business)
Cheese:
#1-Gourmet imports, http://www.gourmetimports.com/
(In Los Angeles, large selection, cheese we really admire, quality products, they have charcuterie and pantry items)
#2-Peacock cheese, http://www.peacockcheese.com/
(Large catalog, small names, in Los Angeles)
#3-Atalanta corp, http://www.atalantacorp.com/
(They also carry charcuterie)

Fish:
#1-Santa Monica seafood, https://santamonicaseafood.com/
(variety of choices, high level of service, commitment to sustainability, locally caught fish options, wild caught and farmed options)
#1-Southern glazer, http://www.southernglazers.com/ Large selection, wide price range, Wine and liquor.
#2-P&D seafood, https://www.pdseafoodusa.com/
(products directly from the source, deliver, online service)
#3-Swirl, http://www.swirlwinebrokers.com/ Very nice selection from Greece and Italy
#3-Pacific Fresh Fish Co
(wholesale, close by in downtown LA)
-Vinity, http://www.vinitywinecompany.com/ Excellent Italian selection, small producers.
Beer/Wine:
#2-European cellars, http://www.europeancellars.com/ Treasure wine, a really good selection from France and Spain.
-Wine warehouse, http://winewarehouse.com/ Mainstream wines, large selection, wide price range.
-Wine wine situation, https://winewinesituation.com/about-us/ European wine importer, hidden treasure
Pantry staples/Foodservice supplies:
#1-RestaurantDepot, https://www.restaurantdepot.com/
(Different location in LA, perfect for last min shopping)
#2-Sysco, https://www.sysco.com/
( full service, have everything)
#3-Psla https://www.pslainc.com/
Since we emphasize the quality and authenticity of the food at Zizou we divide our orders between specialized retailers.
Every two or three days, Zizou sources fresh vegetables, fruit and herbs from Charlie’s produce. Meat is bought weekly from Rocker
Bros, fish from Santa Monica Seafood. Cheeses are bought weekly from Gourmet import. We get our wines from different small importers but use Southern Glazer for classic aperitif and beers. Southern is also our backup in case of shortages. In terms of pantry
staples and food service supplies, we do our own shopping at Restaurant Depot.
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